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ABSTRACT

Overlay is one of the most critical process control steps of semiconductor manufacturing technology. A typical advanced scheme includes an overlay feedback loop based on after litho optical imaging overlay metrology on scribe-line targets. The after litho control loop typically involves high frequency sampling: every lot or nearly every lot. An after etch overlay metrology step is often included, at a lower sampling frequency, in order to characterize and compensate for bias. The after etch metrology step often involves CD-SEM metrology, in this case in-cell and on-device. This work explores an alternative approach using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) metrology and a machine learning analysis technique. Advanced 1x nm DRAM wafers were prepared, including both nominal (POR) wafers with mean overlay offsets, as well as DOE wafers with intentional across wafer overlay modulation. After litho metrology was measured using optical imaging metrology, as well as after etch metrology using both SE and CD-SEM for comparison. We investigate 2 types of machine learning techniques with SE data: model-less and model-based, showing excellent performance for after etch in-cell on-device overlay metrology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Overlay process control has been a critical part of integrated circuit manufacturing for many years. As design rules shrink, the requirements for overlay control become more challenging. A typical scheme includes an overlay feedback loop based on after litho optical imaging overlay metrology, also known as ADI (or after develop inspection). The ADI overlay control loop is typically based on optical metrology of scribe-line targets, either image based metrology or scatterometry based. Typical sampling at ADI is high frequency, either every lot or every few lots. Yield is linked to after etch overlay, in-cell, on-device, and at design rule. To bridge this gap, after etch metrology or AEI (after etch inspection) is added to characterize and correct for the bias. AEI overlay metrology is often done with a CD-SEM in order to measure in-cell, on-device, and at design rule. Typically, AEI metrology for bias compensation is done on a lower frequency, such as every few weeks. There is an industry push to increase the frequency of AEI overlay metrology, invoking the use of high-throughput review SEM tools for example. This study offers an alternative to the use of a SEM. The overlay control scheme used for advanced 1x nm DRAM is depicted schematically in Figure 1 [1, 2]. Analysis tools, such as 5D Analyzer®, are used to combine the ADI and AEI results into modeled correctables suitable for process control.
CD-SEM based overlay metrology for AEI bias compensation, however, has shortcomings. CD-SEM tools have relatively low throughput (or conversely high cost-of-ownership), have limited layer transparency, poor precision compared to optical methods, are often destructive to the measured pattern, and provide very little profile information. Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), however, has the potential to overcome all of these obstacles. SE has been in use for many years for CD metrology [3] and has also demonstrated the ability to measure overlay in-cell, on-device, and at design-rule. Additionally, it has relatively high throughput, high precision, and can provide full profile information. Being optical it has good layer transparency in many cases, which is critical for buried layer metrology, and it is generally non-destructive to the measured pattern.

In this work we take advantage of a key innovation in spectroscopic ellipsometry analysis. Called TurboShape, it uses an advanced machine learning technique [4, 5] rather than the conventional full rigorous model based approach. TurboShape®, as it is called here, requires a training set of data. The training set includes an intentionally overlay-modulated wafer with programmed values. Spectra from the training set are kept as a reference and then compared with spectra from wafers under test. TurboShape can be done both with and without models, has much quicker setup time, and potentially many more degrees of freedom than conventional rigorous model based approaches. TurboShape is depicted schematically in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Overlay process control schematic including after develop inspection (ADI) and after etch inspection (AEI) overlay metrology with feedback to the litho cell.

Figure 2: TurboShape workflow overview.
2. RECIPE DEVELOPMENT AND WAFER PREPARATION

For this study, the starting point is the development of the 1x nm DRAM wafers. Two types of wafers were created; 3 DOE (design of experiment) and 3 off-set POR (plan of record, or nominal) wafers. To make the DOE wafers, 5D Analyzer was used to create a scanner sub-recipe to provide intentional across wafer overlay modulations of known amounts. Additionally, 3 wafers with constant nominal overlay, but with fixed mean offsets (-5 nm, 0 nm, and +5 nm), were created (here called POR waters). All 6 wafers were measured with an SE, and with a CD-SEM for comparison as shown in Figure 3. The 3 DOE wafers were used for recipe setup. The 3 POR wafers were not part of the recipe training set.

As shown in Figure 4, both sets of wafers, the DOE and the POR, were measured at ADI on the Archer™ 600 optical imaging tool on scribe-line metrology marks. After etch processing, both sets were measured on an SE and CD-SEM. In the AEI case, measurements were done in-cell, on-device, and at design-rule at the same locations on SE and the CD-SEM for paired population comparisons. All fields are measured, and there are 7 measurement sites per field.

Figure 3: TurboShape recipe development. DOE wafers are used for TurboShape recipe generation and CD-SEM comparison.

Figure 4. Both DOE and off-set POR were measured at ADI and AEI. Metrology was done on all fields and 7 sites per field.
In Figure 5 we compare variability across the set of 6 wafers. Wafers 4, 5, and 6 are the DOE modulated wafers used for recipe training. Whereas the mean value is close to zero, the variability is large as expected. Wafers 1, 2, and 3 are the POR off-set wafers. In this case the variability is relatively less, but the means differ as expected. Shown here are ADI results based on optical imaging metrology as well as AEI CD-SEM results. Figure 6 shows the same results as wafer map signatures. Both the ADI optical imaging results and the AEI CD-SEM results are qualitatively similar. The 3 off-set POR wafers are fairly constant, though at different values, and the DOE wafers show the intentional overlay modulation.

Figure 6. Wafermap overlay signatures for ADI imaging and AEI CD-SEM, for both off-set POR wafers and DOE wafers.
3. MODEL-LESS OVERLAY RESULTS

TurboShape uses an advanced machine learning algorithm to extract relevant information from SE spectra to estimate the target of interest. Compared to other techniques that attempt to measure overlay as an asymmetry and are affected by symmetric and asymmetric process variations, TurboShape recipe is trained to measure actual overlay and it is robust to the effects of other asymmetries and process variations.

TurboShape can perform in two modes: model-less and model-based. In the model-less case, spectra from the DOE are measured and used as explanatory variables to the TurboShape machine learning algorithm. CD-SEM overlay serves as a reference to supervise model calibration (training the algorithm). In the process of training the TurboShape recipe becomes insensitive to process variations that are occurring naturally within the DOE wafers. The resulting TurboShape recipe is robust to process variation and captures the relationship between spectra and reference, which can be deployed to accurately estimate OVL given new spectra. A sketch of this procedure is shown in Figure 7. Unlike conventional rigorous model based SE methods, no stack or prior layer information is required, and setup time can be extremely quick.

Figure 7. TurboShape model-less recipe development workflow.

Figure 8: TurboShape AEI overlay measurements (left) and correlation to CD-SEM AEI overlay. SRM denotes TurboShape.
Figure 8 shows AEI overlay results from the model-less analysis. The variability shown at left are comparable to the results shown in the previous section. Also, there is good correlation between the CD-SEM results and the TurboShape results, with r-squared of 0.98 and slope of 0.99. Figure 9 shows the POR wafers, which were not used to train the recipe. Again we see nominally flat wafers with fixed mean offsets. The correlation of wafer mean between SE and CD-SEM are excellent with R-squared of 0.99 and slope of 1.0.

Figure 9: Model-less off-set POR AEI overlay wafers (left) and correlation to CD-SEM overlay (right). SRM denotes TurboShape.

4. MODEL BASED OVERLAY, CD, AND PROFILE RESULTS

As an alternative option, TurboShape analysis of SE spectra can perform in the model-based mode. In this case the DOE wafers are used without requiring CD-SEM calibration results, as shown in Figure 10. The needed spectra and the reference values of the DOE in this case are generated from the models, providing full control over the ranges of variations and the number of floated parameters. The TurboShape recipe created by this method is robust to process variations over large parameter ranges and allows for effectively floating many more parameters (compared to traditional OCD). This makes the TurboShape measurements accurate and not affected by the “Fixed Parameter Errors” (FPE) – errors typical for the traditional OCD. This method has the added advantage that in addition to overlay, other parameters can also be estimated including CD, and shape or profile. Again, the setup time of this method is significantly shorter than that of the traditional rigorous model-based approach.

Figure 10: TurboShape model based recipe development workflow.
In this model-based case, we see similar AEI results to those shown previously. The DOE wafers show large programmed variation, and the POR wafers show minimal variation but fixed offsets, all as expected. The comparison of model-based to CD-SEM, again, shows good correlation, with an r-square of 0.96 and a slope of 0.92, as shown in Figure 11. A slight saturation can be seen at the low end which requires further investigation. In Figure 12, we see the comparison of the POR wafers, which were not used for the recipe calibration, between model-based SE and CD-SEM. The correlation is again excellent, with r-square of 0.99 and slope of 0.93.

Figure 11: Model-based TurboShape AEI overlay variability by wafer (left), and correlation of TurboShape overlay with CD-SEM AEI overlay (right).

Figure 12: Model-based off-set POR AEI overlay wafers (left) and correlation to CD-SEM overlay (right). SRM denotes TurboShape
One advantage of the model-based approach is that simultaneous additional parameters beyond overlay can be determined, including profile and CD values. Figure 13 we plot 4 critical parameters as a function of radius, showing consistent and expected radial wafer map signatures. Additional parameters can be used in process control to isolate process changes such as CMP, etch asymmetries, etc.

![Bivariate Fit of CP1 & CP2 By Radius](image)

**Figure 13:** Critical profile (CP) parameter measurements as a function of wafer radius for 6 wafers.

## 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TurboShape model-less</th>
<th>TurboShape model-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wafer mean</td>
<td>all points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14:** Summary comparison for TurboShape model-less and model-based AEI overlay results vs. CD-SEM AEI overlay results: \( R^2 \)-square, slope, and intercept.

Overlay process control schemes in 1x nm DRAM include a high frequency ADI feedback loop, typically based on optical targets located in the scribe line. Lower frequency AEI sampling is used for periodic bias corrections, based on in-cell, on-device, at design-rule CD-SEM measurements. CD-SEMs have several drawbacks which were discussed above. In this work we demonstrate SE and TurboShape as an alternative to the CD-SEM with comparable performance (see Figure 14), higher throughput, better layer transparency, and the ability to provide additional parameters. TurboShape has advantages over conventional rigorous model-based SE analysis including faster time to recipe setup. ADI and AEI feedback are combined and modeled for advanced process control and improved yields, as discussed previously, for example with 5D Analyzer [1, 2].
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